COM-E TOGETHER
I created a moveable, modular STEAM education space called "COM-E" inside a middle
school that’s notorious for lack of extracurricular activities. "COM" means "to combine",
which is the core value of STEAM education,
and "E" means "to educate". In addition to the
space, I also designed a sustainable workshop
which let students participate in tie-dyeing
courses using coffee grounds.
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Wasted food accounts for a
large proportion of rubbish
surrounding the cities.
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Kitchen waste dyeing means
using technology to make the
rest vegetables into a dye.

We can soak cloth into the
dye for a while.

These clothes are sustainable and fashionable.

Subject: Coffee Ground & Tie-dye
The natural pigment of coffee is a
good dye for fabric and paper. Coffee
dyes can help permanently colour
animal fibres such as wool. The coffee
grounds were reused for dyeing.

The festivals are the most
nauseating, hogging
normal class time and
breaks, conducting
so-called group activities
to please the school
administration. Students
and teachers are
overwhelmed and really
don't know what the need
for these are.

STEAM Education
This school is for students
who do not like activities. I
was the head of the
debate team for half a
year, and the school's
attitude was that they
would not employ tutors
or give money, and the
team would have to find
our own way, but if we
won an award, the school
would publicize it well.
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SESSIONS
The square space is set up with a coffee
shop called COM-FFEE, COM-FFEE produces coffee grounds daily. Students
will learn the process in COM-B, and
they will use the coffee grounds to do
extraction experiments in COM-MISTRY.
After that, the pigment solution can be
used for traditional Chinese dyeing in
COM-DYE, the final output of cultural
shirts and other peripheral products can
be placed in COM-PLETE. Passing students rest to see the surrounding will
be attracted to this and understand this
interesting steam course, play a good
role in publicity. During the workshop,
students can lend tools in COM-BINE at
any time.

5. COM-PLETE

1. COM-FFEE

The place for students to display
works. It is near the cafe and
playground, so students will see
other people’s works casually.

Week 2
1pm-3pm
3pm-5pm

COM-BINE
Where students lend tools.

It is a cafe which provide a place for
students to rest and supply the
coffee ground for the course.

3. COM-MISTRY

It is the place for students to learn
chemistry including extraction,
filtration and chemical composition
analysis.

Week 1
1pm-3pm
3pm-5pm

Week 3
1pm-3pm
3pm-5pm

2. COM-B

4. COM-DYE

This is the place for
dyeing.

It is a multifunction room for
students to take courses. Sometimes a salon would be held here.

TIE-DYE PROCESS

DEMO VIDEO
1

Add the coffee
grounds to the water
and collect the surface
solution.

2

Secure the cloth with a
clip and a leather
band.

3

Drop the solution of
coffee grounds into
the cloth.

4

Leave for a moment
and let the cloth dry.

https://youtu.be/k9mTBbdVk7A

Workshop Handout

